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Abstract The sliding interfaces found in the body—

within the eyes, the digestive system, and the articulating

joints, for example—are soft and permeable yet extremely

robust, possessing low friction. The common elements

among these systems are hydrophilic biopolymer networks

that provide physical surfaces, elasticity, and fluid perme-

ability. Stiff, impermeable probes are traditionally used to

assess the frictional properties of most surfaces, including

soft, permeable materials. However, both sides of physio-

logical articulating interfaces are soft and hydrated. Mea-

suring the friction response on just one-half of the cornea–

eyelid interface or the cartilage–cartilage interface using a

stiff, impermeable probe may not reproduce physiological

lubrication. Here, we present lubricity measurements of the

interface between two soft, hydrated, and permeable

hydrogels. We explore the distinctions between the self-

mated ‘‘Gemini’’ hydrogel interface and hydrogels sliding

against hard impermeable countersurfaces. A rigid imper-

meable probe sliding against a soft permeable hydrogel

exhibits strong frictional dependence on sliding speed, and

a hydrogel probe sliding against flat glass shows a strong

friction dependence on time in contact. The twin Gemini

interface shows very low friction l\ 0.06, with little

dependence on sliding speed or time in contact. This

consistently low-friction Gemini interface emulates the

physiological condition of two like permeable surfaces in

contact, providing excellent lubricity.

Keywords Hydrogel lubricity � Aqueous lubrication �
Microtribology

1 Introduction

The human body possesses exquisite systems of lubrication

that can withstand thousands of work cycles per day

without fatigue. Lubrication of large articulating joints or

the eyelid–cornea interface is critical to the health and

function of their constituent tissues. The articular cartilage

of the knee is composed of a highly structured network of

collagen fibers, hyaluronin, and lubricin produced by

encased chondrocyte cells [1–5]. Epithelial cells in the eye

produce a protective and lubricating polymer network, the

glycocalyx, which is composed of glycoprotein mucins,

proteoglycans, and glycolipids (Fig. 1). Current under-

standing of weeping lubrication at the surfaces of these

nanoporous biopolymer networks may be improved by

exploring synthetic hydrogel friction; hydrogels with

highly controlled stiffness, strength, water and ion perme-

ability, and solubility allow for the isolation and systematic

study of variables that control biological lubrication

[6–10]. This versatility of hydrogels also facilitates

experiments that explore the importance of self-mated

surfaces; in both the eye and the knee, the sliding interface

is composed of two near-identical, permeable, biological

gels that hold water. Recent progress has been made in

hydrogel friction studies that use hard, impermeable

countersurfaces, yet the importance of the ‘‘twin’’ structure
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of real biological lubricating interfaces has not been

explored [11–16]. Pioneering work in biological lubrica-

tion utilized a self-mated interface that exhibited extremely

low friction over a timescale of 10–20 min [17, 18]. Sys-

tematic studies of hydrogels that establish the role of twin

surfaces in lubrication of soft, permeable materials will

deepen our understanding of biological lubrication and

broaden potential applications of hydrogels as surfaces

engineered for lubricity.

Here, we study the effects of contact geometry and

countersurface material on hydrogel lubricity. We explore

three distinct types of contact: the migrating contact, in

which a hemispherical glass probe slides across a flat

hydrogel; the stationary contact, in which a hemispherical

hydrogel probe slides across flat glass; and the self-mated

contact, in which a hemispherical hydrogel probe slides

against a flat hydrogel countersurface. We find that the

coefficient of friction in the migrating contact geometry is

strongly speed dependent, but only weakly time dependent.

We observe the reverse behavior with the stationary con-

tact geometry: the friction coefficient is strongly time

dependent but weakly speed dependent. By contrast, the

self-mated interface has very little dependence on sliding

speed or on time. We interpret the behavior of migrating

and stationary contact geometries, in which a hydrogel is

pressed against a stiff, impermeable countersurface, with

traditional concepts of lubrication. Lubrication of the self-

mated contact, which exhibits an extremely low friction

coefficient with no time or speed dependence, requires a

new level of description because the traditional lubrication

regimes do not manifest in this ‘‘Gemini’’ interface; there is

no impermeable surface that can be supported by fluid

pressure. This lubrication mechanism fundamentally dif-

fers from the fluid flow and lubrication of a hydrogel

against an impermeable countersurface because the fluid

flow and pressure are directed into a single side of the

interface; these mechanisms lead to differences in observed

friction depending upon the instrumental setup.

2 Materials and Sample Preparation

Polyacrylamide hydrogel samples were made by poly-

merizing acrylamide monomer (8 %), N,N0-Methylenebis-

acrylamide crosslinker (0.5 %), ammonium persulfate

initiator (0.05 %), and tetramethylethylenediamine catalyst

(0.15 %) in ultrapure water and an oxygen-deprived envi-

ronment. All components are reported as mass-per-mass of

solvent.

To create stationary, migrating, and self-mated config-

urations, we synthesized hemispherical probes and flat

countersurfaces made from hydrogel, to be tested against

one another or against glass. For the flat hydrogel surface,

polyacrylamide was molded into a 1-mm-thick flat sheet

between standard microscope slides, creating a smooth

testing surface. A smooth frictional probe of known radius

was made by polymerization in a two-part polyolefin mold,

of which the hemispherical end was diamond turned to

A B C

D

E

Fig. 1 a The eye is an exquisite system of lubrication comprising the

epithelia and tear film. b The tear film composition is graded, with a

higher concentration of mucins and glycoproteins near the epithelia.

This schematic illustrates how the local sliding velocity between the

eyelid and corneal epithelia drops off severely closer to the surfaces

due to the high-viscosity mucinous gels. It is this system of self-mated

hydrated gel lubrication that motivates this work using synthetic gels

in aqueous lubrication. c–e Each contacting condition explored in the

work is represented here as a schematic showing the hydrogel and

glass components in the following order: migrating contact with glass

probe and hydrogel flat; stationary contact with a hydrogel probe and

glass flat; and self-mated, or Gemini contact, where both surfaces are

hydrogel
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achieve nanometer-scale roughness. The frictional probe

geometry was designed to be a *6-mm-long cylindrical

shaft of radius 2.6 mm with a very smooth hemispherical

end. The cylindrical portion was molded around a threaded

rod for eventual fixation to the microtribometer flexure.

After molding, the surface roughness of the probes was

measured using scanning white light interferometry and

found to be no more than 100 nm. Polymerized hydrogel

samples of both geometries were equilibrated in ultrapure

water for 24 h before experiments began, and no swelling

or shrinking occurred.

3 Experimental Methods

3.1 Tribometer Configuration and Measurement Setup

Friction experiments were run on a custom microtribome-

ter, with low-force capabilities in the micronewton range,

as described in previous work [14, 19]. In this case, the

vertical piezoelectric stage used to translate down and

apply the normal force had a range of 1,500 lm. The

reciprocating stage was exchanged from a piezoelectric

stage to a servo-motor linear stage (Physik Instrumente,

Auburn, MA) in order to achieve a longer free-sliding

distance of 3 mm of travel between reversals.

The following process was used in order to measure

lubricity during free sliding between the hydrogel samples

and various countersurfaces. First, the probe and flat were

mounted into the instrument in close proximity and

hydrated by the addition of approximately 500 lL of

ultrapure water. The frictional probe was slowly lowered

until contact was detected; contact was distinguished from

background noise and capillary force variations by a

monotonic increase in force up to 100 lN. The probe was

retracted to a few micrometers from contact, and the forces

were zeroed to minimize capillary force changes due to

vertical probe displacement during approach. After setup,

the experiment was run by lowering the piezoelectric stage

and frictional probe until the desired applied normal force

was reached, the reciprocating the lateral stage over a

prescribed number of cycles, measuring the friction force.

3.2 Experiments

In order to interrogate differences between stationary,

migrating, and self-mated contact conditions in hydrogel

lubrication, three distinct experimental setups were asses-

sed. Migrating contact was provided by placing the flat

sheet of polyacrylamide hydrogel on the reciprocating

stage and by sliding it with respect to a polished sapphire

probe at a given applied normal force (Fig. 1c). The normal

force in this case was chosen to be 400 lN in order to

apply pressures that typically exist between the eyelid and

cornea/sclera in normal physiological function (1–6 kPa)

[20]. Stationary contact was provided by replacing the

polished sapphire probe with the polyacrylamide hydrogel

probe and by replacing the flat sheet with a simple

microscope slide (Fig. 1d). The sapphire and glass com-

ponents were cleaned before each experiment using iso-

propanol on a fiber-free wipe. Self-mated ‘‘Gemini’’

contact was achieved by combining these setups to include

both the hydrogel flat sheet and the soft probe (Fig. 1e).

The hydrogel compression under an applied load of

400 lN should be unaffected by substrate support due to

the thickness of the hydrogel both in the flat sheet and at

the apex of the probe. A Hertzian approximation of the

maximum deformation of the flat sheet under a glass probe

using an elastic modulus of *50 kPa gives only 20 lm,

approximately 2 % of the hydrogel thickness. The corre-

sponding upper limit on the contact width is less than the

hydrogel slab thickness, further reducing the potential role

of the glass substrate. The shallow indentation depth of this

work differentiates it from studies of hydrated polymer

brushes. Substrate effects in this work are neglected, while

in polymer brush friction studies, they dominate the pres-

sure profile and force water from the brushes under high

pressures up to 20 MPa [21].

The range of speeds explored in these experiments was

chosen to be on the order of 100’s of lm/s, which is rel-

evant to a wide range of biological lubricating interfaces.

We incrementally varied the sliding speed over these val-

ues: 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 800, and 1,500 lm/s. Each

experiment was run for 30 reciprocating sliding cycles over

a 3-mm stroke length; for the slowest speed of 100 lm/s,

the experiment lasted 30 min, and for the fastest speed of

1,500 lm/s, the experiment lasted only 2 min. Data were

acquired at *530 Hz, so more than 400 data points were

used to calculate the friction coefficient during a single

reciprocating cycle, even at the fastest sliding speeds.

These data were analyzed for the local friction response

along the sliding location on the hydrogel or glass and then

for the average friction coefficient in each of the 30 cycles.

The reported friction coefficients were calculated by

averaging the ratio of the friction force over the normal

force in the middle 20 % of the free-sliding region for each

reciprocating cycle.

4 Results

4.1 Initiation of Sliding After Dwell

Friction traces map out the friction coefficient in space and

time as the probe slides in forward and reverse directions

through a single reciprocation cycle (Fig. 2a–c). With a
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migrating contact, as the translation stage begins to move

following a turnaround point, the glass probe breaks free

from a short dwell against the flat hydrogel sample. The

friction trace for cycles 1 and 30 in migrating contact shows

a distinct peak in breakloose friction coefficient, l = 0.7,

followed by a much lower free-sliding friction coefficient:

l = 0.2 and l = 0.1 for cycles 1 and 30, respectively. In

contrast, the friction trace for stationary contact shows no

breakloose features because the same location on the

hydrogel sample is continuously in contact with glass.

Though the surface was very smooth over the 3 mm of

sliding, the microscope slide countersurface was misaligned

very slightly to the vertical axis of force measurement,

which is manifested in the right side of the friction loop

being wider. The additive effect of normal force into the

friction force causes this orientation-dependent hysteresis.

However, the average normal forces and friction forces are

calculated from the middle 20 % of the stage position for

every cycle, where the average applied normal force is kept

at 400 lN. The Gemini interface friction loops exhibit a

uniformly low friction coefficient over all trace locations

including reversal regions. The different characters of these

friction loops are the first indications that the three types of

interfaces studied here are qualitatively different. The fric-

tion coefficients extracted from friction loops, for all cycles

and all sliding speeds, are shown in Fig. 3.

A B C

Fig. 2 The friction traces for each contact setup are distinct.

a Migrating contact friction traces leave each reversal with a large

breakloose force followed by smooth sliding between the reversals.

b Stationary contact does not indicate location-specific friction and

lacks a distinct breakloose region. The higher friction coefficient at

the rightmost stage positions arises from slight reciprocating stage

misalignment with respect to the vertical axis of load application.

c Self-mated contact shown on the same scale has a friction

coefficient low enough that no features are easily discernible

A B C

Fig. 3 Friction coefficient over 30 consecutive sliding cycles for all

contact conditions, plotted on a linear scale. a In the migrating

condition, friction coefficient continues to decrease to measurement

limits. b Stationary contact does not reach the same low friction at the

highest sliding speeds of [1,000 lm/s. Migrating and stationary

contact conditions exhibit strong speed- and time-dependent friction

coefficient, respectively. c In the self-mated condition, friction

remains low, l\ 0.06, for all sliding speeds over all times
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4.2 Strong Speed Dependence in Migrating Contact

Friction

The increased breakloose friction observed following

reversals with the migrating contact interface suggests that

sliding speed affects friction more in migrating contact

geometries than in stationary or Gemini contacts. At the

slowest sliding speed of 100 lm/s in the migrating contact

condition, the friction coefficient was highest, at l =

0.366 ± 0.030, and as the sliding speed was increased, the

friction coefficient decreased down to very low values of

l\ 0.02, though the noise introduced by the motorized

stage caused the uncertainty to increase. Overall, the

decrease in friction coefficient was significant (Fig. 3a). In

stationary contact conditions, the friction coefficient also

decreases with increasing sliding speed, but with a much

weaker dependence, spanning a range of l = 0.043 ± 0.060

to 0.241 ± 0.020. In Gemini contact conditions, the friction

exhibits no significant speed dependence, staying low at

l = 0.015 ± 0.020 to 0.058 ± 0.080 (Fig. 3b, c). To fur-

ther differentiate these three types of contact, we explore the

scaling of l versus sliding speed, v. At each sliding speed, we

compute an average coefficient of friction, taken over the last

ten cycles where transient behavior has died out. Plotting this

average, long-time friction coefficient versus sliding speed

on a log–log scale, we find that l scales approximately like

v-1/2 in the stationary contacting condition. The migrating

contact is dramatically more sensitive to sliding speed, with

l scaling like v-3/2 (Fig. 4a). The Gemini contact differs

from both other contacting conditions, with l exhibiting no

speed dependence at all within measured uncertainties.

4.3 Strong Time Dependence in Stationary Contact

Friction

The friction coefficient in the stationary contacting condi-

tion rises slowly and monotonically with increasing cycle

number for constant applied normal force and for all slid-

ing speeds up to 800 lm/s (Fig. 3b). At a single sliding

speed, the friction coefficient can vary approximately by a

factor of 4, from 0.05 to 0.2, at v = 300 mm/s for example.

When plotted versus time on a log–log scale, l appears to

rise like a weak power law at intermediate times for all

sliding speeds, which results in the collapse of all data

when each curve is rescaled by its own friction coefficient

at any single time between 1 and 5 min. This collapse

A

C

BFig. 4 a The migrating and

stationary contacting conditions

are both sensitive to sliding

speed, with the migrating

condition exhibiting more

sensitivity. For an applied load

of Fn = 400 lN, the friction

coefficient in migrating contact

drops three times faster than that

of stationary contact for the

same sliding speeds. b The

sensitivity of these experiments

is l = 0.03, indicated by the

dashed line. Measurements

below this threshold are shown

on the line. Within uncertainty

estimates, the friction

coefficient for self-mated

‘‘Gemini’’ contact does not have

a discernible slope. c The

friction coefficients from the

stationary contacting condition

collapse to a single scaling law

with an exponent of 1/3. Inset

plot shows friction versus time

for all setups at a sliding speed

of 100 lm/s and differentiates

the time-dependent character of

the stationary contact contrasted

with the other two conditions
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suggests that all curves follow the same scaling law,

l = At p. The high degree of uncertainty in fitting a weak

power law over only two decades in t and one decade in l
prohibits a confident determination of p; however, the data

appear to scale like t1/3 (Fig. 4c). In the cases of migrating

and Gemini contacts, by contrast, the friction coefficient

measured with increasing cycle number and time shows

almost no time dependence at all (Figs. 3a, d, 4c, inset).

The scaling of l with time to the 1/3 power can be

predicted with a minimal back-of-the-envelope model of

the stationary contact geometry. The hydrogel described

here has an extremely low Young’s modulus of 30 kPa, so

we expect that the gel’s slow response to the applied nor-

mal load is dominated by the viscous drag forces required

to push fluid through the polymer probe while it com-

presses against the glass countersurface. The time depen-

dence of this process is described by Darcy’s law, Q = keff

DP, where Q = dV/dt is the volumetric flow rate through

material with effective permeability keff, and DP is the

driving pressure drop across the material. The hemispher-

ical hydrogel probe tip is flattened over time during sta-

tionary sliding, and the amount of volume displaced from

the equivalent hemispherical cap can be written as a

function of flat contact area, V = (4pR)-1A2, where R is

un-deformed probe radius of curvature, and the small-angle

approximation is assumed. We equate the time derivative

of this volume to Q, allowing Darcy’s law to be recast in

terms of contact area, 2A(dA/dt)(4pR)-1 = keff Fn/A,

where the normal force divided by the contact area, Fn/A, is

the driving pressure DP. The approximation Fn/A & DP is

valid for the hydrogel used here, in which the Biot–Willis

coefficient is approximately 1, and the elastic stress is

much less than the applied pressure throughout most of the

indentation process [22]. Simplifying, we are left with a

differential equation that describes how the soft, permeable

probe contact area increases with time in stationary con-

tact, dA/dt = CA-2, where C contains all of the geometric

factors, the material permeability, and the normal force.

The resulting contact area, A(t) = (3Ct)1/3, has the same

scaling with time as the measured friction coefficient; for

soft materials in conformal contact, the friction coefficient

is proportional to the interfacial contact area. This simple

prediction can be greatly improved using more sophisti-

cated models of the probe and accounting for the changes

in keff over time.

5 Discussion

Each of the three interfaces described here is lubricated by

water, dominantly by a different mechanism. All three

involve a soft permeable hydrogel and conformal contact

between two surfaces. A flat hydrogel slab sliding against a

hemispherical glass probe experiences local, periodic,

applied loads; the contact spot constantly moves along the

hydrogel. In this migrating contact configuration, we find

that friction coefficient depends strongly on sliding speed

and that the glass probe indents the gel more at the

reversals where sliding speed briefly drops to zero. These

observations suggest that friction in a migrating contact is

controlled by a balance of two rates: the rate at which the

glass probe indents the permeable hydrogel and the rate at

which the probe slides to an un-indented region. This

balance sets a steady-state indentation depth in the gel that

moves locally with the probe. Faster sliding results in less

indentation into the hydrogel, a lower contact area, and a

smaller measured friction force.

A hemispherical hydrogel sliding against flat glass is an

under-persistent load. The contact spot moves along the

glass, but remains in the one place on the gel. In this sta-

tionary contact, we find that friction coefficient depends only

weakly on speed, but strongly on time under applied load,

with a time constant of order 100 s. This order of magnitude

can be predicted by calculating the hydrogel permeability,

k = n2/g, where n is network the mesh size and g is the

viscosity of water [23]. The mesh size, n, of polyacrylamide

at the concentrations used here is *20 nm [24], yielding a

permeability of k = 0.4 mm4 N-1 s-1. Using this perme-

ability in Darcy’s law, V/s = AkL-1DP, where V is the

volume displaced over time, s, through an effective cross-

section, A, over a distance, L, we make an order-of-magni-

tude estimate of the time to displace the volume of a hemi-

spherical cap. Approximating A as the surface area of a

cylinder with a diameter equal to the contact width, a, and

height equal to the indentation depth, we find a simple

relationship for the timescale, s * a4 k-1 Fn
-1, where the

probe radius and the indentation depth drop out of the

problem. For our experimental parameters, we predict s of

order 100 s. Our findings therefore suggest that hydrogel

permeability and applied load dictate an equilibration rate of

approach to steady-state friction coefficient in stationary

contacts.

A hemispherical hydrogel probe sliding against a flat

hydrogel slab is a combined condition where the probe

retains a stationary contact area and the slab experiences a

migrating contact area, simultaneously. In this matched

Gemini interface, the friction coefficient never rises above

l = 0.058 for any time point at any sliding speed; within

the measurement uncertainty, the friction coefficient is the

same. This result does not appear to be a superposition of

the individual corresponding asymmetric contact responses

because we see neither speed dependence nor time

dependence of the friction coefficient. The lubrication of

both stationary and migrating interfaces is controlled by the

response of the hydrogel side of the contact, yet combining

two hydrogels into a Gemini interface does not merely
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reduce the speed or time dependence of friction by a factor

of two. Rather, the speed and time dependence vanishes

completely. This qualitative difference can be understood

from the potential interactions that occur at the three kinds

of interface. In the stationary and migrating contacts, the

glass side of the interface provides a continuous surface for

generating polymer–glass interactions. By contrast, both

sides of the hydrogel Gemini interface are mostly water,

reducing the probability of chain–chain interactions by

orders of magnitude. Moreover, the polymers on both sides

of the Gemini interface are solvated, further reducing

chain–chain interactions, similar in spirit to hydration

lubrication observed in polymer brush monolayers [21].

In both the stationary contact and the stationary half of

the Gemini hydrogel interface, the ultimate degree of

compression is controlled by the network elasticity and the

applied load. The combination of hydrogel permeability,

elasticity, and applied load dictates an equilibration time

required to reach a steady-state friction coefficient. The

intimate connection between hydrogel permeability and

elasticity, through their strong dependence on network

mesh size, will produce widely varying equilibration times

and ultimate friction coefficients for hydrogels of differing

composition, possibly even in the presence of boundary

lubricants. In our order-of-magnitude estimates above, the

radius of curvature and indentation depth drop out of the

problem, allowing the estimate to be extended other sys-

tems like articular cartilage. Cartilage has about 1/100th

the permeability of the polyacrylamide hydrogel used here

and a comparable elastic modulus; our equilibration time

estimate predicts s on the order of hours for cartilage. Thus,

long periods of pressure on joints, even with no motion, do

not result in significantly high startup friction. These long

timescales meet the requirements of fluid load support, in

which the relaxation rate of a poroelastic material competes

with sliding speed [2, 25]. In the Gemini hydrogel inter-

face, however, there is no impermeable surface to be

supported by the fluid, and the details of the resulting

lubrication mechanism remain to be revealed.

Lubrication in traditional engineering is well captured

by the Stribeck curve that emerges from the log–log plot-

ting of the friction coefficient versus a dimensionless

bearing number such as (gV/Fn
0). This x-axis can also be

nearly equivalently represented as a dimensionless ratio of

the film thickness to a combined surface roughness of the

pair. For films that are on the order of the surface rough-

ness, boundary lubrication describes the physical contact-

ing of the hard asperities during sliding, and the friction

coefficients are correspondingly high with characteristic

values above l = 0.1. In contrast, our studies on the

lubrication that occurs at the interface between hydrogels

under conditions of vanishingly thin (negligible) hydro-

dynamic films suggest that the contact contains significant

interfacial water and that the area of contact is set by both

the permeability and the elastic modulus. In hydrogels,

both the permeability and the elastic modulus are domi-

nantly controlled by the hydrogel network mesh size. The

mesh size determines the rate at which water can be pushed

through the network under a given pressure gradient and

defines the elasticity of the gel. The critical role of the

polymer mesh size in controlling the Gemini hydrogel

interface leads us to call this mode of lubrication mesh-

confined lubrication.

In engineering systems, rather abrupt transitions occur

over narrow ranges in fluid film thickness. Typical engi-

neering surfaces have elastic moduli of gigapascals and

greater and have roughnesses well below 1 lm, often in the

range of 10’s of nanometers. Thus, as hydrodynamic fluid

films begin to become established, there is transition region

over which the sliding interface goes from contacting to

separated. In stark contrast, these soft hydrogel surfaces are

completely deformed into conformal contact and contain

interfacial water films even in the absence of hydrody-

namics. Because of the mesh-confined action of these

Gemini hydrogel interfaces, motion further creates an

interface that is increasingly hydrated. Moreover, both

natural and synthetic hydrogels are covered with extended

Fig. 5 A schematic illustration of an engineering Stribeck curve is

shown above with traditional modes of lubrication roughly indicated:

dry friction, boundary lubrication, elastohydrodyamic lubrication

(EHL), and fluid film lubrication. Impermeability of the interfaces is

inherent in the formulation of the classical fluid mechanics theories

from which the modes of lubrication were named (e.g., EHL and fluid

film). Gemini hydrogel lubrication builds from a conceptual frame-

work of matched permeable surfaces that may involve fluid transport

both across and along the ‘‘contacting’’ interface. At slow speeds or

high loads, the mechanism of lubrication is thought to be attributable

to the role of the hydrogel mesh size acting to confine and preserve

fluid within the contact. At high speeds or low loads, the act of

hydrodynamic lubrication is only weakly affected by having perme-

able interfaces. Between the regions of mesh-confined lubrication and

fluid film lubrication, we anticipate an elastoviscous transition in

which the most extended polymer chains interact with the fluid to

effectively create a dynamic shear and pressure dependent viscosity

across the interface
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polymer chains that we suspect begin to influence the

interfacial viscosity through elastoviscous action that is

dictated by the surface separation lengths. As these Gemini

hydrogel surfaces begin to separate, the decreasing effec-

tive viscosity with increasing fluid separation, occurring in

concert with an increasing shear rate, has a net smoothing

effect that damps frictional transitions between contact and

fluid film lubrication. This postulated elastoviscous tran-

sition is illustrated in Fig. 5, which schematically contrasts

the lubrication behavior of Gemini hydrogel interfaces to

the classic engineering Stribeck curve.

Gemini hydrogel interfaces are likely ubiquitous in

healthy low-friction biological interfaces such as articular

cartilage, proteinaceous connective tissues, mucin-covered

surfaces and tissues, and the glycocalyx and glycoproteins

of the cellular epithelium. We anticipate that matching

permeability and mechanics through the careful design of

both hydrogel mesh size and component geometry will

emerge as critical parameters in determining the successes

or failures of hydrogels as biological replacement tissues or

tissue mimics. Recent reports of hydrogel lubricity that

employed asymmetric contact testing conditions [15] may

be subject to effects that were found to be dominant in our

study. Perhaps the greatest opportunity for breakthroughs

in this area is in developing a deep theoretical under-

standing of the postulated elastoviscous transition region,

and developing materials and surfaces that are capable of

producing a nearly constant low-friction interface across all

ranges of speeds and loads.
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